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Tales of Irish antlers. Supporters of orthogenesis presented the
increase in antler size and subsequent extinction of the “Irish elk”
Megaloceras as prima facie disconfirming evidence for the theory of
natural selection. Other evolutionary biologists interpreted the antlers
as adapted for display in open environments but nonadaptive in thick
forests that arose as glaciers retreated.
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Poisson’s bright spot as proof of the wave theory of light had the historical significance
they are often granted in retrospect. Contrary
to widespread stories, William Harvey did not
even predict the capillaries later “confirmed”
by Marcello Malpighi’s observations. In other
cases, such as Bethe’s theory of solar energy
production and Agassiz’s glacial explanation
of erratics, accommodation of available evidence alone seemed sufficient.
Moreover, successful prediction does not
guarantee correctness. Belief in phlogiston led
Priestley to predict that the substance produced
when metals are dissolved in acid would act
like charcoal (in today’s terms, hydrogen is a
reducing agent). Other phlogistonists predicted that electricity should reduce calxes to
their metals. Dalton and Gay-Lussac each used
the concept of caloric (heat as a fluid) to
predict that all gases should share the same
rate of expansion as temperature rises.
Ptolemy’s Earth-centered cosmology still predicts eclipses and the positions of the planets.
Yet all three theories now lie abandoned in
disrepute. Using past experience as a benchmark, “it would seem that the predictivist thesis is false.”
Such cases may seem to warrant another
common belief about science: one can never
prove a theory, but one can disprove it (typically with a single, well-framed study). Here,
Losee tackles Popper’s notion of falsification,
which is crudely expressed in the proposaldisposal aphorism. To gauge current views
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restricting their scope, or even tolerating unresolved anomalies. Effective reasoning seems to
integrate both counterevidence and evidence,
and weaker theories wane.
Falsification may also be construed as a
methodological guide: guard against error
through rigorous self-criticism. Indeed, Popper
profiled his “severe tests” as self-referential.
Ironically, appeals to falsification in this journal
invariably seem to target critics instead. Losee
thus opens his book appropriately by characterizing falsification as foremost a “rhetorical
strategy,” not a touchstone of science. The basic
lessons about reliability may be better, if less
dramatically, expressed as the significance of
empirical import (testability), systematic review
of possible sources of error, and thoroughly ruling out alternative explanations (4).
Losee’s discussion, although offering students
a foundational introduction, may strike wellinformed readers as dated and conspicuously
incomplete. The author leads us to the brink with
some tantalizing puzzles. Unanticipated regularities may be predicted by strictly false theories, but
how? Theories based on nonreal entities may be
empirically successful. Lavoisier could help
develop calorimetry, even though the caloric it
purported to measure seems illusory. To inter-
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In their efforts to capture wildlife
on film, most photographers strive
to make the animals stand out
from their surroundings. In this
series of 101 photographs, Wolfe
instead documents how his subjects disappear into their environments. Some are camouflaged by
their coloration or patterning, others rely on their shapes and behaviors, and many combine several
approaches to deceive predators or
prey. Because photographs cannot
capture all of the distractions of
the landscape, Wolfe uses depth of
field, the placement of his subjects
within the frame, and inclusion of
bigger or brighter distractions to
make his images visually challenging. The book is filled with examples of animals—mammals, birds,
reptiles, amphibians, fish, insects, and crabs—that seem to vanish in plain sight, such as the Elliot’s
chameleon, Chamaeleo ellioti (above), photographed in Rwanda’s Parc National des Volcans.
Concise descriptions by Sleeper provide details about the organisms and their ecology.

pret these paradoxical achievements, one may
reconceptualize theories more modestly, as
not universally applicable. Philosophers have
crafted an alternative based on local, delimited
models, which may overlap and possibly even
conflict (5). They can thereby articulate how to
deal with exceptions without sacrificing the
ideal of invariant causal generalizations (6).
One need not jettison phlogiston as an inviable
theory. Alternatively, one may accept it as a
truthful model, provided one frames its context
appropriately. As Losee acknowledges, we still
accept Newtonian mechanics, knowing full well
we cannot apply it to very light, very fast bodies.
Rather than judge theories wholesale, a reflective
investigator will seek a more nuanced framework
for focusing on and managing errors (7, 8).
Another puzzle is how eminent scientists
can disagree—what separated Newton and
Leibniz or Bohr and Einstein. Losee describes
how individuals may differ due to principled
themes or biographical “idiosyncracies.” If so
and if the scientific enterprise is collective,
how do divergent interpretations interact
(and possibly become reconciled)? How do
researchers accommodate one another’s blind
spots? How might diversity among practitioners foster more fruitful checks and balances?
Readers will want to complement Losee’s
account with recent epistemic analyses of the
social structure of science (9–12).
Theories on the Scrap Heap provides a
lucid, nicely consolidated introduction to the
appraisal of scientif ic theories. Nonetheless, many perspectives in the past several
decades—cognitive, rhetorical, gendered, and
cultural—extend far more deeply our appreciation of the roots and remedies of error.
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about falsification, I surveyed the use of the
term in Science over the past 10 years (1).
Three-fifths of the cases referred to misconduct: falsified data or research reports. Of the
remainder (46), three-fifths appealed to falsifiability as a hallmark of science or of proper
rigor in science (from archaeology and chemical bonding to climate change and paleontology). For example: “Science is based on the
falsification of hypotheses.” Scientists “work
late into the night in order to destroy or falsify
another scientist’s hypothesis.” Researchers who
fail to present falsifiable theories are “not playing the game.” A theory that cannot predict falsifiable hypotheses is not “sophisticated enough.”
In 16 cases, single findings were interpreted
explicitly as falsifying some claim. A news item
noted that critics of teaching evolution frequently
apply such stark falsificationist views. In far
fewer (three) cases, authors deemed such judgments too simplistic. One cautioned against
rejecting a theory prematurely. Losee agrees,
echoing a decades-old consensus among philosophers of science (2, 3). He details through historic
cases how one set of negative results is rarely
decisive, except for quite low-level hypotheses.
Rather, researchers typically finesse the evidence
by redefining terms, modifying theories,

